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A Germanwings Airbus traveling from Barcelona
to Dusseldorf crashed on Tuesday, March 24 in a
remote area of the French Alps. The crash killed
the 150 passengers and crew members onboard,
including Iranian sports journalists, two German
opera singers and a group of German students
and teachers returning home from a school trip.
In the two weeks since the crash, investigators
have uncovered important pieces of information
about Flight 9525 and the mental health of one of
its pilots.
Andreas Lubitz, the 27-year-old co-pilot of the
flight, is believed to have deliberately crashed the
plane. A French prosecutor said that Lubitz ap-
peared to have intentionally locked the pilot out
of the cockpit and caused the crash. Various news
reports have suggested that Lubitz may have suf-
fered frommental health issues, including depres-
sion. Fie had also failed to inform his employer
that his doctor had deemed him unfit to fly.
Investigators have left the crash site and are not




147 DEAD AFTER KENYAN SCHOOL SHOOTING—The Somalia-based militant group called Al-
Shabaab claimed responsibility for a massacre that killed 147 people, mainly students, at Garissa Univer-
sity College in Garissa, Kenya on April 2. The death toll is the highest terror attack in Kenya since 1998
when 200 were killed in a U.S. embassy bombing.
The attack occurred before dawn when Islamist gunmen interrupted early morning prayer services,
shooting students and taking hostages. A spokesman for the group described the rampage as retribution
for non-Muslims invading Muslim territory. The attackers separated students by religion, allowing Mus-
lims to leave and keeping Christians hostage. Gunfire and explosions continued lor hours after the attack
began. More than 500 students managed to escape, though many were injured.
Kenyan forces eventually cornered the militants in one of the female dormitories and four gunmen
were killed. A fifth gunman has reportedly been arrested.
On the same day, the Federal Cabinet of Somalia approved new legislation to combat terrorism. The
new anti-terrorism law comes exactly a week after al-Shabaab’s attack on a Mogadishu hotel that left at
least 20 people dead.
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY FREE TUITION-
Stanford University announced on Friday, March
27 that the school’s tuition will be free for stu-
dents whose families earn less than $125,000
per year, beginning with the class of 2019. Room
and board costs will also be comped for students
whose families make less than $65,000. The pre-
vious cutoffs had been $100,000 and $60,000, re-
spectively. Stanfords Provost John Etchemendy
said in a statement that the school’s “highest pri-
ority is that Stanford remain affordable and acces-
sible to the most talented students, regardless of
their financial circumstances.”
Stanford is just one of a number of universities
across the country that are working toward get-
ting students through college withoutaccumulat-
ing a huge debtby the time they graduate. Private
colleges like Southern Virginia University and
Converse College (in South Carolina) have spent
the last couple ofyears cutting tuition costs signif-
icantly, signifying a possible change in the future
for the price ofgoing to private school.
That said, not every university is in the position
to offer free tuition to such a large portion of the
school’s population. Stanford’s ability to do this
is based on its large proportion of students who
come from very wealthy families who are able to
pay full price. The money Stanford already has is
a factor as well; it has a $26 billion endowment
compared with the average private college en-
nr\urmor»t at 'l inilliAn
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NYC EXPLOSION —A building explosion in
New York City’s East Village left two men dead
and at least 64 others injured on Thursday, March
26. A large fire burned for hours after the explo-
sion, causing the collapse of two buildings and
severe damage of another two. Over 250 fire-
fighters came to the scene, some of whom were
injured. Residents of the destroyed and damaged
buildings were offered housing in a temporary
shelter established by the Red Cross. New York
CityMayor Bill de Blasio said during a news con-
ference that the explosion was gas-related, caused
by plumbing and gas work being done nearby.
The explosion has brought attention to the lack
of communication between utility companies
and the New York City Department of Build-
ings. Utility workers found evidencealmost eight
months ago of a leaking unauthorized tap on
a gas line in the East Village building that col-
lapsed, but the city never sent an inspector to see
if the site was a potential danger to the neighbor-
hood. City officials are now working to ensure
that inspections and reports are conducted “in a
more focused way,” the city’s deputy mayor, An-
thony E. Shorris, told The New York Times.
A
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JAY Z’S TIDAL—In a teaser trailer for his new I
music streaming service, Jay Z said the project
would “change the course of history.” The rapper
announced his plans for Tidal on Monday, March
30 alongside several other musicians including
Kanye West, JackWhite, Nicki Minaj and Beyon-
ce. Competing with other streaming services like
Spotify and Google, Tidal’s main selling point is
that it is artist-owned. Whatremains to be seen is
whether Jay Zs name will be enough to convince
music lovers to pay for something most of them
are already getting for free.
Tidal calls itself “the first artist-owned global
music and entertainment platform” and advertis-
es high-fidelity’ audio and exclusive artist content.
It has two levels of subscription: $9.99 a month
for standard audio, or $19.99 a month for higher
quality. The idea behind the service is that it will
give listeners a renewed respect for-music and
take away the power advertisers currently hold in
the business of music streaming. It also promises
to pay more money to the artists involved.
A
Jenna may be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT PANELTO REFLECT ON DISABILITIES
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
Students with disabilities can feel
invisible, which is why it is increasily
important ' to nurture discussion
regarding disabilities
On Wednesday, April 8, a panel of
students will be holding a discussion
in Student Center 160 from 4-6 p.m.
surrounding their experience with
disabilities. Questions for the panel
were to be submitted no later than
April 1 for review beforehand.
Topics that these panelists wish
to address include the story of their
individual journeys, the language
that they prefer people to use when
talking about disability and how
their disability, as well as disability in
general, is perceived and interpreted
by others.
The students that werechosenfor the
panel were invited based on a desire
to present wide array of experiences
of disabilities and a willingness to
share with the greater community the
struggle they may have faced.
“Our ultimate goal is to create a
more inclusive campus culture around
the acceptance ofnot only individuals
with disabilitiesbut ofeverybody,” said
Kiana Parker, the alternative media
coordinatorof Disabilities Services.
A growing demand for attention to
the treatment of those with disabilities
helps press the issue forward.
“We see at the undergraduate level at
least one in 10 students has an invisible
disability that might be a challenge for
them,” said Director of Disabilities
Services Richard Okamoto. “Our
population [of students with
disabilities] has increased as
enrollment has increased.”
According to Okamoto, one of
misunderstanding about his office
is that those that utilize Disabilities
Services only do so for special
treatment. The office hopes to
de-stigmatize their services by
emphasizing the fact that having a
disability is not a choice.
“I’ve had to work for my voice as
someone with a medical disability
and to fight for everything I wanted
to accomplish,” said freshman 6-8 p.m. in Casey 500.
Braden Wild, Student Government One goal of this panel is to educate
of Seattle University’s Students with upperclassmen students with
Disabilities Representative. Wild disabilities to help prepare them
will be one of five panelists at the for the workplace and the various
"OUR ULTIMATE









-KIANA PARKER. ALTERNATIVE MEDIA COORDINATOR OF DISABIUTIES SERVICES.
student forum.
Apart from the student panel, there
will be a panel of employers holding a
discussion on Monday, Apr. 13 from
accommodations they will offer.
* Employers attending this forum
include Goodwill, Nordstrom, and
the Northwest ADA Center. A veteran
APRIL 8. 2015
from the Wounded Warrior Program
will also be present. Parker, who was
in charge of assembling both panels,
wanted a mix of both small and large
companies as well as for-profit and
non-profit organizations.
Although panels serve as great
starting points to develop and evolve
conversations and increase awareness,
action is also important, said
sophomore JesseAngeles.
“Making a problem known doesn’t
necessarily solve the problem,”
Angeles said. “It takes people who
actually want to make a change, so
you need somebody to actually act on
what they hear.”
Future programs within Disabilities
Services have yet to be announced.
Many ideas are currently in the
brainstorming phase, but any
formal programming requires a
bigger budget.
“One of the biggest challenges
working with disabilities services is
money,” Parker said. “I’m sure that
is a sentiment that is echoed across
departments at this institution.”
Currently, Disabilities Services is
at capacity, providing just enough
for students to take exams, which is
primarily what the resources for the
office funds.
According to Parker, the small
staff of four would like to see a larger
social space created where students
in the office can meet and learn from
each other. This would enable more
connections within the community.
For now, these panels will aim to
transform the thoughts of everyone
on campus and to establish new
allies alongside the community of
individuals with disabilities.
“I think the students that have
agreed to do this are extraordinarily
brave because they are allowing
themselves to be vulnerable to create
a better Seattle U,” Parker said. “They
deserve a lot of credit for what they’re
willing to do and I think they should
be acknowledged for it.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
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MINIMUM WAGE CREATES MODERATE WORRY
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday, Seattle increased
the minimum wage from the state-
mandated $9.54 per hour to $11 per
hour. The wage increase is the first of
several along the path toward a $15
minimum, the highest in the country.
The payraise is the first in a series of
wage increases that will continue un-
til 2017 for most businesses, and un-
til 2022 for others that must account
for health care costs, union wages
and tips.
Some business owners have said that
consumers will make up for the wage
increase in the form of high restaurant
and retail costs. Others have said that
they expect the pay increase to give
consumers more buying power, and
will in turn cultivate more business to
compensate for the increase in operat-
ing costs. But how much will the wage
hike actually impact employers and
employees in the long run?
According to a report published by
the Universityof Washington that was
prepared for the Seattle Income In-
equality Advisory Committee, wage
increases of roughly 10 percent can
result in a “1 to 2-percent increase in.
a restaurant’s operating costs.” This in-
crease in operating costs could then
translate to a “one-time”price increase
of about 0.7 percent. Thus the 58 per-
cent increase from $9.47 an hour to
$15 an hour should bring an aver-
age 4 percent total price increase to
the consumer.
At Seattle University, Bon Appetit
catering service is working to phase
in the pay hike, and has budgeted for
the increase in operating cost by im-
plementing a 3 percent price increase
this year. All non-union employees
working for Bon Appetit at Seattle U
will be on board with the pay increase,
though most of the cost will fall
upon consumers.
“We did have to raise prices at the
beginning of the year,” said JayPayne,
the general manager of Bon Appetit
at Seattle U. “We’ve been struggling
with food costs over the last three
years, and labor costs have changed
dramatically...We do know that there
6 NEWS
has been a lot of pushback on pricing,
and some people have really negative
feelings about value here. But it takes
a tremendous amount of people and
time to make all that food, and all
those people need to be paid.”
The minimum wage debate has
played out on the national stage. Pres-
ident Obama tried and failed to raise
the federal minimum wage from the
present $7.25 to $10.10 this year. Since
his attempt, Seattle and other cities
have moved ahead with wage increas-
es despite the initial federal failure.
Proponents of the wage increase ar-
gue that it will improve the quality of
life for the city’s low-income earners,
and that this improvement will lead to
less dependency on government pro-
grams. According to the Congressio-
nal Budget Office, the federal govern-
ment spent $316 billion on programs
designed to help the poor 2012.
Furthermore, the CBO reported that
the federal government gives about
$8,800 in annual assistance to the
lowest-income households but only
$4,000 to households earning $35,500,
which is about the level of earnings of
a worker making $15 an hour.
Some support that the pay raise
will result negatively for employ-
ers and employees alike. In an article
published by Fox News, reporter Dan
Springer suggested that the new wage
could raise prices for customers, citing
the fact that Ivar’s Salmon House has
raised its menu prices by 21 percent
and eliminated tips to cope with the
wage increase.
Peter Nickerson, a former Seattle
Universityeconomics professor, spoke
to KUOW news and suggested that
the pay rise will negatively impact em-
ployees at the bottom rung more than
anyone else.
“Nationally, there is a lot of thought
that this is a real whimsical idea, going
to $15,” Nickerson said. “There will be
a shift, but the people who have very
few skills are going to be pushed out,
and I am afraid that we are going to be
doing a cleansing of this labor market
at the bottom.”
Employees themselves seem gen-
erally pleased with the pay raises,
whether they received them on April
1 or are expecting their arrival in the
near future.
“I feel like the wage increase could
serve as positive encouragement for
me to keep my job for as long as pos-
sible,” said sophomore Sydney Schafer
who is currently employed by Seattle
U. While she is still waiting on her pay
increase, she is anticipating that the
change could benefit her in the future.
“Because I’m not necessarily living off
of the wages I make right now, I think
that the increase would help me to
save up more for when I graduate, giv-
en that I’ll be fully supporting myself.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
EXECUTIVE IMMIGRATION ORDER AFFECTS WA,SU
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
We often think of immigration
reform as something that only affects
states along the southern border. Yet,
undocumentedimmigrants play a role
in many communities in Washington
State, including Seattle University.
Earlier this year the Justice
Department urged a federal appeals
court hearing to reverse a hold that
a Texas judge placed on President
Obama’s executive action on
immigration. Obamas executive
action, which intends to give legal
reprieve to many undocumented
immigrants as well as extend coverage
of deportation deferral, restarted talk
of immigration reform last year. In
the past few months this discussion
has • caused many Border States to
argue against the move, citing its
potential illegality in regards to
state sovereignty.
This recent development allows us
to look at not only the political side
of immigration, but it also opens
our eyes to the local undocumented
immigrant populations.
Washington allows illegal
immigrants to obtain drivers licenses
and has looser restrictions on
employment than most states. On top
of that, undocumented immigrants
are also allowed to attend colleges and
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STATES ALLJDUI UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS
ATTEND PUBLIC COUEGES AT THE SAME
IN-STATE TUITION RATE THAT LEGAL
RESIDENTS AND AMERICAN CITIZENS PAY
receive financial aid.
Seattle U has been a prominent voice
in how educational institutions can
positively influence undocumented
students. Not only does the university
have a population of undocumented
immigrants that is supported
financially by the institution and
communally through offices like
OMA, but many staff and faculty
have spoken up about the topic. In
2011 a committee of staff, faculty,
alumni and community partners
published “Recommendations for
Policy Concerning Undocumented
Students,” a 15-page document
that discusses the university and its
potential role.
“The committee strongly believes
this document has the potential to
offer Seattle University and many of
our colleagues at other institutions
significant language needed in order
to strive to ensure that all of students,
including the most marginalized, have
access to higher education,” stated
Assistant Director of Multicultural
Affairs Juanita Jasso.
Our own President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., has spoken out in
support of immigrant rights. Known
for working personally with students
that are undocumented and speaking
up for the role Seattle U should have
in their education, he has pushed
for further aid and inclusion of
••••••••••
••••••••••
••••• 26 of 50
STATES FILED A LAUSUIT AGAINST OBAMA'S
EXECUTIVE ACTIONS ON IMMIGRATION
these students.
“Without Social Security numbers,
they can’t get a job to help pay for
college. Yet they are among our
hardest-working, most accomplished
students and our most popular
leaders,” he wrote in an op-ed piece
for the LA times in 2010.
However, according to Ray Corona,
we still have a lot of work ahead
of us. A leading member of the
Washington Dream Act Coalition,
Corona and his fellow members help
to not only foster community with
undocumented immigrants, but also
organize grassroots mobilization for
further reform.
“We need more permanent
solutions. This issue calls for a number
ofdifferent solutions, not just one,” he
said in regards to how we ought to go
forward with reform.
For him, one ofthe biggestproblems
we have is how the rest of America
views undocumented immigrants.
Either they are completely invisible,
or they are stereotyped. However,
through the coalition he hopes to
show that not only do these people
exist, but that they are also now
largely active youth that come from
numerous backgrounds.
“Whenever I’m putting myself
out there, I always say that I’m
undocumented, always, and I’m not
ashamed of that but there’s a lot of
••• 3 of 25
STATES HAVE PASSED LANS ALLOWING POUCE TO
QUESTION PEOPLE ABOUT THEIR IMMIGRATION STATUS
SOURCE: NEU YORK TIMES
APRIL 8, 2015
people that think that it’s wrong.
And I don’t think that’s the world we
should be making... We cannot say be
yourself if being undocumented is a
part of who you are,” he explained.
Most importantly, Ray elaborated
on how much more needs to be
done. Although our state has helped
undocumented people attain permits
and legal reprieve, for him these
policies only last for short periods
of time and there needs to be more
permanent solutions. He also stated
we should push for other states to
not only accept undocumented
students into college but also give
them financial support. On top of
that, Ray urges all people to keep this
undocumentedpopulation in mind at
whether at the votingbooth or in their
homes. In looking at these issues he
stressed the importance of this for the
country as a whole.
“These issues aren’t just immigrant
issues, they’re important for all of us.”
The hearing, which will decide
whether the four million immigrants
are eligible for Obama’s programs, is
set for April 17.
The news editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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HOMELESS ARE SETTING UP CAMP IN SEATTLE
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Down on South Dearborn Street,
a sign and pink picket fence marks
the entrance into one of Seattle’s
overlooked communities. Nickelsville
is an encampment of tents and
individual shelterspacked onto a steep
hill, a transitory home to homeless
people and families in the area.
Last week, Seattle City Council,
backed by Mayor Ed Murray, voted
unanimously to allow three new tent
encampments across Seattle. Each




SallyClark in an email to the Spectator.
“There was debate about studying
potential locations in single family
zones, but otherwise, all 9 members
supported passage ofthe bill.”
City Council also passed two more
measures which will allocate a total
of $375,000 toward the improvement
of certain resources for the homeless
community. The funds should
last a year.
According to Lisa Gustaveson,
Program Manager of Seattle
University’s Faith & Family
Homelessness Project, it’s significant




"WAREHOUSING PEOPLE ISN'T THE WAY TO SOLVE
HOMELESSNESS: IT’S AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND SERVICES- AND
SO [TENT ENCAMPMENTS] CANT BE A STAND-ALONE SOLUTION."
-USA GUSTAVESON, PROGRAM MANAGER OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY'S FAITH & FAMILY HOMELESSNESS PROJECT
acknowledgment of a problem
that Seattle has been struggling to
solve. But she is clear that installing
new tent encampments is not a
permanent solution.
The One Night Count this year
found 3,772 people sleeping outside
or in their cars —providing shelter for
300 of those people at any one time
is not going to solve the problem,
Gustaveson said.
Gustaveson added that these
encampments should be considered
a temporary solution—a transitory
place where people can get the
resources they need to move into
real housing.
In otherwords, this should not be an
attempt to solve Seattle’s homelessness
problem by pushing the entire
homeless population into one corner
of the city.
“Warehousing people isn’t the way
to solve homelessness; it’s affordable
housingandservices,”said Gustaveson.
“And so ftent encampments] can’t be a
stand-
alone solution.”
Right inside the pink picket fence
of Nickelsville is a booth with an
attendant. Once you sign in, you
can walk between the wooden
shelters and through to the outdoor
cooking area. Those who ascend
the steep hill can climb up to the
top where the tent residents live.
One of Nickelsvilles longer-time
residents is a man named Lee, who
has been living there since July of
last year. He said he was pleased with
City Councils decision to add more
tent cities.
“I thinkit’s great because this place...
it saves lives,” Lee said. “A lot of people
that were on the street or don’t know
how to handle themselves out there, a
lot of them die.”
Lee has been saving money fromhis
job at an IHOP in Aurora. He recently
thought he was going to move into real
housing but after filling out all of the
paperwork, he was told that he didn’t
actually qualify for the housing option
because he made too much money. So
he remains in Nickelsville.
A variety of people make up his
neighbors, and they stay there for
varying lengths of time.
“We have a couple of
families; I live across





some people a month or two. Some
people never leave.”
What he would like to see from
future tent encampments is a
multiplicity of available resources and
improvements that will help to make
these tent encampments the transitory
spaces that they should be.
The next step, Gustaveson said, will
be figuring out the budget.
“There’s no extra money laying
around,” Gustaveson said. “Part of
what they’re trying to do is divert
some funds to help this, but that
could possibly hurt somebody on the
other end.”
According to Gustaveson, although
this is not a permanent solution, it’s a
big step forward. She said that it was
public will that made this happen,
and that people should continue to let
their voices and desires be heard by
Seattle’s government.
And it’s true that City Council
and Mayor Murray are moving
in a different direction than their
predecessors. “Nickelsville” is not
named in honor of pocket change,
but rather it is a grim mockery of
Seattle’s former Mayor, Greg Nickels,
and reflects disdain of the ways he
addressed the issue ofhomelessness.
Lena can be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
INDIANA STIRS UP CONTROVERSY WITH NEW ACT
JennaRamsey
Staff Writer
By now, the news of Indiana’s new
religious freedom law has made its
way to every corner of the United
States, and the public response has
been divided between clear outrage
and hearty agreement. But in a strange
turn of events, the law may now wind
up doing exactly the opposite of what
it was originally intended to.
The “Religious Freedom Restoration
Act,” in its original form, gives
businesses legal protection if they
refuse to serve gay, lesbian, bisexual
or transgender customers on the
basis of a religious opposition to
homosexuality. From one perspective,
the law protects businesses and
promotes free exercise of religion. But
on the other side of the argument,
which appears to have convinced the
majority of the American public, the
law acts as a “license to discriminate.”
“I definitely find it really ridiculous,”
said freshman Jillian Foote. “I always
have a hard time grasping the other
side ofthe argument when it comes to
gay rights, so I just can’t believe that
such a law was able to be passed.”
Backlash against the law was
immediate. Seattle Mayor Ed Murray
and Washington Gov. Jay Inslee
banned city and state-funded travel
to Indiana, as did politicians” in other
states. The law also upset several
businesses and sports associations,
including the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, which is based
in Indianapolis.
“Now you’ve got individuals and
government institutions saying that
where they put their money is a moral
matter,” said Campus Minister for
Social Justice Jimmy McCarty. “If the
values of the Seattle city government
are that who you buy from and sell
to can’t be discriminatory in any way,
then itmakes sense that we can’t spend
our money that way’’
With the state suddenly under
enormous economic pressure and
harsh criticisms from around the
country, Indiana Gov. Mike Pence
became open to adjusting the law
in an effort to end the controversy.
On the morning of Thursday, April
2, Indiana Republican lawmakers
revealed a series of changes to the
law, which Pence signed that same
day. Rather surprisingly, the changes
essentially reverse the original goal
of the law, making it illegal for public











-JIMMY MCCARTY, CAMPUS MINISTER FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
of the general public on any basis.
Law professor Julie Shapiro, who
teaches a course on Law and Sexuality,
said she was stunned by this outcome.
“I would have said at the beginning
that the best one could hope for - from
my point of view—would be a draw,”
she said. “It never occurred to me that
this would be a moment to advance
gay rights.”
This is a huge step for Indiana, a
state which previously had no legal
protection for the LGBT community.
Even before the religious freedom
law was introduced, there were no
laws, making it illegal for businesses,
landlords and employers from
discriminating against people based
on their sexuality. And to this day
APRIL 8, 2015
Indiana is one of 29 states in which it
is legal to fire a person for being gay.
“Maybe what comes from this is
renewed attention to issues around
discrimination, and maybe some effort
to enact statutes that protect lesbians
and gay men from discrimination,”
Shapiro said.
Other states have recently faced
issuesrelevanttowhatlndiana’snewlaw
is addressing. Last yearin New Mexico,
a gay couple sued a photographer for
refusing to take photos at a same-
sex wedding ceremony. And this
year in Washington, a florist cited
her “relationship with Jesus” as her
reason for refusing to provide floral
arrangements for a same-sex wedding.
Because both of these states have laws
that prohibit discrimination based on
sexual orientation, both ofthebusiness
owners were penalized. Even so, there
is still no federal law that protects the
LGBT community this way.
“Nobody says you have to be a
florist. Nobody says you have to be
a photographer,” Shapiro said. “You
can’t pick and choose which members
of the public you serve, at least not on
that kind ofbasis.”
Perhaps the most surprising thing
about Indiana’s law, McCarty said, is
the social and political backlash was
so effective so fast.
“I think we’re witnessing the
evolution of both social protests and
how people thinkabout what morality
looks like in practice, including
religious morality,” he said. “In theory,
I have no problem with right to
religious freedom, but the problem is
that rights conflict.”
Since the announcement of the
changes made tothe religious freedom
law last week, both Gov. Inslee and
Mayor Murray have rescinded the
bans on state and city-funded travel to
Indiana.
“I believe resolving this controversy
and making clear that every person
feels welcome and respected in our
state is best for Indiana,” Gov. Pence
said in a statement.
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WHERE DO THE REDHAWKS MIGRATE?
Siri Smith
Staff Writer
Senior Redhawks are preparing to
spread their wings and fly.
In two short months, this year’s
seniors will be walking across the
stage at their graduation ceremony,
and stepping off into the professional
world. (Paychecks, insurance, bills,
oh my!)
Seattle U has a number of rankings
and accreditations. Seattle U gradu-
ates have an average entry-level sal-
ary of $46,000-which puts them in
the top ten highest-paid liberal arts
graduates in the nation, according to
College Factual.
Seattle U was also put in the #7
slot of best value colleges in the West
by U.S. News.
As many recognitions as our school
has, it is much easier to see the quality
of our education when we take a look
at the students and young profession-
als that it has produced.
In 2009, the Office of Institutional
Research at Seattle U conducted a
OVER THE LA ST DECADE,
40% OF SU GRADUATES
APPLIED TO GRAD SCHOOL
OFFICE OF INSTITUTfONAt RESEARCH
12 FEATURES
f Of those SU alums, 1
78% WERE ACCEPTED
[TO THEIR EIRST CHOICE ,
k GRAD SCHOOL i
survey for alumni of the previous
ten years to complete. The focus of
this survey was to figure out if Se-
attle U was successful in its mission
and where the alumni were taking
their career.
Of the undergraduates that re-
plied to the survey, 40 percent ap-
plied for graduate school. 78 percent
of these alumni were admitted into
their first choice school, while 89 per-
cent were admitted into at least one
graduate program.
This graduating year, Mason Kassis,
a humanities for teaching student, is
continuing his graduate school right
after he receives his bachelor s degree.
Wishing to teach at the fourth grade
level, Kassis was recently accepted
into the University of Washingtons
masters in teaching program, which
he will begin this summer.
Benjamin Gulmon, a biology ma-
jor, is thinking about beginning
to apply for graduate schools after
he graduates.
However, for other seniors, gradu-
ate school is still in the distant future.
r
89%were admitted
INTO AT LEAST ONE
GRADUATE PROGAM
L
Nina Cataldo, a strategic communica-
tions major and creative writing mi-
nor, is thinking about possibly attend-
ing graduate school, but, she wants to
focus on her post-graduation job first.
Katie McCue,















so that her job at
the accounting firm can become full-
time by the end of summer.
AnneMarie Ladlad is not think-
ing of going to graduate school
to advance her career. Her dream
is to someday operate her own
PR company.
Kate Santos, a nursing student,
does not plan to immediately jump
into her career.
“My plans are to take my family
around Seattle for the first time and
have a blast in Europe and California,”
Santos said.
When she finishes traveling, Santos
will then study for and take the exam
for a nursing license, and then contin-
ue looking for a job at a hospital.
The same survey also reported
that the majority of undergraduate
alumni were only slightly or moder-
ately involved with clubs and activi-
ties on campus. Of those who were
“very much” involved, the major-
ity of them held on-campus jobs
and/or internships.
Students like Ladlad would fall into
the latter category.
Ladlad, who began attending Seattle
U through Seattle Preparatory Acad-
emy during her senior year, held an







Club her first three years at Seattle U.
She is now an officer and the main
student contact for the Public Rela-
tions Society of America, along with
holding an internship at Visit Seattle
and working in




as busy as Ladlad,
they can still net-







ica, and she also
found her post-
graduate position
at Jesuit Volunteer Corps
through networking.
“I wouldn’t have heard of JVC if it
wasn’t for [Campus Ministry, which]
had a recruiter come into the office,”
Ladlad said.
Like Ladlad, McCue has also held
jobs and internships that have given
her skills and connections for her
post-graduation career.
As an early undergraduate, McCue
worked as a teller at a bank in Seattle,
which morphed into an internship she
now holds at Russell Investments.
“Getting one job [even] slightly
pertaining to your field really helps
when you are in line for other things,”
McCue said.
Santos also held a few positions on
campus, like being a TA for an Anato-
my and Physiology class, and working
at the campus store.
She has also been an active member
of the United Filipino Club, like Lad-
lad, and Marianas TaoTao Tano Club.
“The people [in this club] give me
a comfortable sense of home, despite
being miles away,” said Santos, who is
originally from Guam.
She also volunteered as a stu-
dent nurse off-campus for Camp
Casey, taking care of children
>25% OF UNDERGRADU ATES SAID THAT SEATTLE U HELPED THEM "MORE CONSISTENTL Y ACT IN ACCORDANCE WITH [THEIR] MORAL CONSCIENCE"
>35% OF UNDERGRADU ATES "VERY MUCH” BELIEVED THA T SEATTLE U GAVE THEM "AN ABILITY TO REENG AGE WITH THOSE WHO ARE DIFFERENT "
>50% OF UNDERGRADS SAID THAT THEY "VERY MUCH" DEVELOPED GENERAL INTELLECTU AL SKILLS AT SEATTLE U, WHICH HELPED THEM IN THEIR C AREER
with disabilities.
Kassis has also held a number of
jobs while at Seattle U.
He worked as a tutor at Seattle Girls’
School his freshman year through the
humanities for teachingprogram, and
for his winter quarter during his soph-
omore year, he was placed in a fourth
grade classroom in Stevens Elemen-
tarySchool.
Kassis has been working as a sec-
ond, third, and fourth grade tutor at
Bailey Gatzert School. This quarter, he
will be in charge of the second grade
math program there.
Additionally, he has also worked
as an intern at The Chill Foundation,
a position that combines his love for
snowboarding and his future career as
a teacher.
From other feedback on the survey,
it was also revealed that over 35 per-
cent of undergraduates “very much”
believed that Seattle U gave them “an
ability to reengage with those who
are different.”
Cataldo was lucky enough to have
the opportunity to study abroad in
Tokyo, Japan, where she spent the first
eight years of her life.
“Seeing Japan and Tokyo from
an adult perspective instead of my
childhood perspective [allowed me]
to experience a whole new culture
of Japan that I didn’t know before,”
Cataldo said.
This experience in Japan while help
her when she travels overseas to spend
four months in Tokyo for her post-
graduation job.
After these four months, Cataldo
will be able to re-











will also be writ-






you can increase up to 1,600 differ-
ent vocabulary in just 500 sentences,”
Cataldo said.
Cataldo also agreed with the more
than 25 percent of undergraduates
who said that Seattle U helped them
“more consistently act in accordance
with [their] moral conscience.”
“[Seattle U] really helped me




ARE BOTH ON THE




the real world knowing what I stand
for and looking for a career path that
is for the humane and just world,”
she said.
The majority of undergraduates-








pares to step onto
a new college cam-
pus, he reflected on
what skills Seattle
U has given him
that will help him
in his career.




ing to attend a uni-
versity in California, Santos is now
glad that she chose to come to Seattle
U because she has developed leader-
ship skills, which will help her in her
career as a nurse.
“SU has taught me the true defini-
tion of leadership: the ability to em-
power individuals to successfully ac-
complish goals. It is the power of a
trustworthy team that creates a great
APRIL 8, 2015
leader,” Santos said.
Elementary school teacher and fi-
nancial advisor are both on the U.S.
News’ list of best and fastest-growing
careers, at numbers 39 and 35, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, software engineers
have a 45 percent national growth and
“nurse” is the mostpopular title in the
Seattle metropolitan area, according
to citytowninfo.com.
But everyone’s story is differ-
ent and everyone is taking different
paths. Not everyone at Seattle U will
be getting into the most popular or
fastest-growing careers. Cataldo and
Ladlad are not.
However, a Seattle U educa-
tion gives many students skills
that make them desirable to
future employers—like liberal arts
skills, which the U.S. News reported
are still valuable to employers earlier
this year.
Siri can be reached at
ssmith@su-spectator.com
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OUR TITILLATING INTERVIEW WITH MAMA TITS
Joe Brand
Designer
Mama Tits is a towering Seattle icon
and drag queen extraordinaire who
needs no introduction. Last year she
made headlines at our city’s Pride Pa-
rade when she shut down anti-gay pro-
testers and protected her community
from bigotry. But that’s not all Mama’s
known for—she’s also a fiercely fabu-
lous performer, event hostess, come-
dian and (unlicensed) life coach.
You can see her in all her glitzy,
glamorous glory as she hosts Seattle
University’s ninth annual Drag Show
this Friday, April 10. Doors open at
7 p.m. and the show begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $3 at the CAC—get ’em be-
fore they’re gone!
JOE BRAND: What message do you
hope to send through your work as
Mama Tits?
MAMA TITS: One of the main things
I always tell everybody is: you have
a voice—use it for good. If you can’t
use your voice for good, what good
is having a voice? Always try to make
an impact or make a difference in the
world
...
And remember that we may
all be coming from different cultures
and different backgrounds, but we’re
all the same human race trying to get
through this together.
JB: Why do you think it is important to
celebrate the LGBTQ community?
MT: Everybody should be celebrated; I
don’t thinkit’s just an LGBTQ commu-
nity saying. Unfortunately, our com-
munity has been oppressed for a very
long time ... And the main point that a
lot ofpeople don’t seem to understand
is that Pride is not just a celebration,
Pride is fundamentally a protest. It’s
to get in peoples’ faces and let them
know, as we used to say back in the
day, “We’re here, we’re queer and get
used to it.”
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JB: Do you know any straight people
who do drag?
MT: I’ve seen heterosexual individu-
als who have put on drag. I mean, as
Rupaul says, “You’re born naked and
everything else is drag.” I call it work
drag, daydrag, night drag, whatever.
It’s not as prevalent in the drag cul-
ture to have heterosexual people, but
ultimately it’s a performance piece. It’s
getting out there and expressing your-
self. And it’s been predominantly gay
men, but it’s not exclusive to that. I
mean, Shakespeare invented the term
drag—it was a footnote on the side of
the script and it was “DRESSED AS
GIRL,” because back in the day women
weren’t allowed to be onstage.
JB: When didyou first create this alter
ego ofMama Tits?
MT: Mama Tits was formed four or five
years ago on Capitol Hill. I was doing
a show and I was known as Busty Mc-
Gee at the time and I did atagline, “La-
dies and gentlemen, my name is Busty
McGee but you can call me ‘Tits.’” And
one of my fellow performers, Robert
Turner, actually came to me one night
and was like “You know, you’re more
like mom to everybody—you should
go by Mama Tits instead.” I tried it and
it stuck and ta-da, there it is.
JB: What made you begin, and what
makes you continue?
MT: Drag’s been a big part of my life
for a lot of my life, and it’s a great way
to express all the fun and fabulous-
ness that’s inside
...
And I had a theater
background. I love the character de-
velopment ideaand I like the freedoms
that you get with it—and it’s a hell of a
lot of fun.
With the name Busty McGee I want-
ed to throwback to the old Mae West
style: the big-tittied, curvy, broad-y
woman, just kind of in charge but
also a little sexy, and just this almost
enigma-type creature that people are
drawn to but they don’t quite under-
stand. I think I’ve done a good job in
creating that.
JB: How do you feel different when
you’re dressed as Mama Tits compared
to Brian Peters?
MT: WhenI’m dressed as Mama there’s
this persona, this personality, this life
force from deep within that takes over.
As Brian, I’m still pretty mouthy, pret-
ty in-your-face, still over-the-top and
pretty eccentric, but I’m a lot more re-
served. I am not as strong as I would
say she projects to be. I am human and
I do have myweaknesses, and she is an
outlet; she gives me strength. '
Sometimes I don’t feel it until I put
her on completely and then all of a
sudden this inner strength comes that
I didn’t even know I had. It’s the energy
that feeds off of all the people, and the
interaction and seeing the reaction to
her—that’s a hell of a high. Having the
energy interaction with people and
how they perceive Mama is a trip, es-
pecially being on the inside.
JB: What are you most lookingforward
to with hosting this year’s show?
MT: I love seeing all the student drag.
The reception that I get is always re-
ally wonderful and it’s just so fun to
be in front of the next generation ...
And the students are givingall the new
songs that the kids know and love,
and they’re getting up there—some of
them for their first time—and it’s re-
PHOTO COURTESY OF LEANNA KARG
ally exciting to see how much energy
everyone puts into it, how much pas-
sion and joyand support is there.
It’s such a raucous party and it’s al-
ways an honor to be there and to be
asked back every year.
JB: Why is it significant that Seattle U
hosts an event like this each year?
MT: It’s great because it builds on in-
clusion; it shows that everybody is wel-
come. It’s crazy how much of a beacon
drag to me is—it can bring groups to-
gether because it’s all in good fun and
it opens up the conversation and al-
lows people to have a good time and
relax a little bit, which is important.
We’re the jesters of the community
and we’re here to make you laugh and
to make you forget about the bullshit,
but we’re also here to make you think,
and hopefully make the world a little
bit brighter and better place.








GRILLED CHEESES THAT ARE SURE TO PLEASE
Caroline Ferguson
Editor-in-Chief
Inhonor of National Grilled Cheese
Month, we asked our resident food
enthusiast and Editor-in-Chief
Caroline to share some ofher favor-
ite original recipes.
CLASSIC GRILLED CHEESE
The great thing about grilled cheese,
of course, is that it tastes pretty great
no matter what cheap ingredients
you use. That said, I wanted to chal-
lenge myself to create the ultimate
classic grilled cheese, and this is it for
me. Not only do extraordinary local
ingredients give it a flavor boost, su-
perior techniques really send it over
the edge: salting and peppering the
skillet seasons the bread slightly, and
grilling it covered over low heat en-
sures a melty center.
2 slices Grand CentralBakery
como bread
1-2 oz Beecher’s Flagship Ched-
dar, sliced !4” thick
Butter
Kosher salt and fresh-ground
pepper
Layer cheese on one piece of bread.
Top with the other slice of bread.
Heat a small skillet over medium-
low heat and add a pat ofbutter (ap-
prox. V2 tbl, enough to coat bottom
of pan). Sprinkle a small amount of
kosher salt and a few grinds of pep-
per into the pan and let sizzle for a
few moments. Place sandwich in pan
and cover. Let cook for a few min-
utes, turning when the underside
is golden brown and the cheese has
started to melt. Continue cooking
until both sides are golden brown




This fancified grilled cheese is a sim-
ple, yet satisfying way to get the most
out of seasonal produce. Herb-coat-
ed chevre is available at most grocery
stores, most cheaply at Trader Joes.
3 asparagus spears, tough ends
snapped off, roughly diced
V* cup thinly sliced leeks
Butter
1 slice rosemary bread
2 tbl chevre with herbs
Finely-grated parmesan and
black pepper, for garnish
Place asparagus in a small skillet
with 2 tbl water. Cover and steam
over medium heat until slightly
softened, approx. 2 minutes. Low-
er heat to medium-low, drain wa-
ter, and add leeks and 'A tbl butter.
Saute for a few minutes, until leeks
are translucent and fragrant. Re-
move vegetables from pan and set
aside. Melt an additional Vz tbl but-
ter in pan and add rosemary bread.
Toast until golden brown on either
side. Remove from pan and let cool
until just cool enough to handle.
Spread with chevre and top with
vegetables, then a sprinkling of par-
mesan and some black pepper. Re-
turn to pan and cover. Let cook for




This grilled cheese recasts the icon-
ic French onion soup in sandwich
form. A melty lid of gruyere is the
classic finish for the soup, but if
your wallet can’t handle the spendy
French cheese, regular old Swiss
works well too. One sliced yellow
onion is enough for a single sand-
wich, but since caramelizing onions
is a slow process, it makes sense to
make a big batch and save the left-
overs.
Kosher salt
2 slices French bread
1-2 oz gruyere or Swiss cheese
Beef stock or jus, for dipping
(optional)
Melt a tablespoon ofbutter in a large
skillet over medium heat. Add on-
ions and toss to coat. Cook for about
10 minutes, stirring occasionally.
Season with a sprinkling of kosher
salt and continue to cook, stirring
occasionally and lowering heat if
necessary to prevent burning, un-
til onions are very brown and cara-
melized. Remove from pan. Place a
generous spoonful of caramelized
onions on a slice of French bread
and top with cheese. Top with an-
other piece of French bread. Heat a
pat of butter over medium-low heat
and add sandwich. Grill on both
sides until golden brown and melted.
Serve with a small bowl of beef stock
or jus for dipping.
CAMEMBERTAND FIG
GRILLED CHEESE
Pleasantly funky camembert cheese
is the centerpiece of this sweet-and-
salty creation. Look for fig preserves
in the jam section of the grocery
store or at Trader Joe’s, where it’s sold
as fig butter. Essential Baking Com-
pany, headquartered in Georgetown,
makes a tasty raisin pecan bread
that’s widely available at Seattle gro-
cery stores.
2 slices raisin pecan bread
1-2 tbl fig jam
1-2 oz room-temperature cam-
embert, sliced
Butter
Spread fig jam on one slice ofbread.
Top with slices of camembert, an-
other layer of fig jam if desired, and
3 small yellow onions, sliced
Butter
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another piece of bread. Melt a pat of
butter in a small skillet over medium
heat. Place sandwich in pan and fry
until golden brown on both sides.
SPICED TOMATO BASIL SOUP
What’s a grilled cheese without a to-
mato soup? This is a great standard
recipe to keep in your arsenal. The
bit of sriracha that gets added at the
end adds a subtle heat, making this
the perfect dipping soup. This soup
can easily be made vegan by omit-
ting the half-and-half.
1 tbl olive oil
1 small yellow onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 cans crushed tomatoes
4 cups plain tomato juice
Kosher salt and pepper
2 tbl sriracha
1 Vz cups half-and-half
14 cup roughly chopped basil
Heat olive oil in a large pot over me-
dium heat. Add onions and cook for
a few minutes until translucent. Add
garlic and cook for another minute.
Add canned tomatoes and tomato
juice, stir and cook until bubbling.
Reduce heat to low and simmer for
20 minutes. Taste for seasonings and
add salt and pepper to taste. Stir in
sriracha, half-and-half and basil.
Cook for another few minutes so
flavors can meld. Serve hot, topped
with more basil and pepper. Makes 8
cups of soup.
Caroline may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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METAMORPHOSIS CAUGHT ON FILM IN NEW EXHIBIT
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
“I love her,” is something people usu-
ally say about their friends, family
members and sweethearts. But a new
photo exhibit on campus proposes
that it isalso something people should
say about themselves.
Seattle University juniors Monica
Lloyd and Kathy Rizzo met during
their freshman year. Lloyd was one
of the first people with whom Rizzo
shared a secret she had been keeping
from most other students: due to an
autoimmune disease called alopecia,
she had no hair.
She had been diagnosed when
she was in the third grade, and all of
her hair was gone by seventh. By the
time she met Lloyd, she was wearing
a hairpiece.
“I didn’t enjoy who I was or how
I looked, which is really sad,” Rizzo
said. “I think that that’s a tragedy for
any person.”
Lloyd, who had been interested in
photography for years, was given an
assignment in one of her classes to
shoot a portrait of someone she loved
and cherished. She thought immedi-
ately of Rizzo.
During the shoot, they decided that
Rizzo would remove her hairpiece.
Thrilled with how the photos turned
out, Lloyd posted them to Facebook
that day, and Rizzo made one her
profile picture.
It was a coming out of sorts—and
the response was overwhelmingly
positive and encouraging.
“I was able for the first time to see
myself from the eyes of someone else,
and recognize what I saw as truly
beautiful,” Rizzo said. "And that was
the first time that happened for me.”
The photos became a catalyst for
Rizzo’s own self-acceptance and love.
For the next couple ofyears, Rizzo and
Lloyd continued doing photoshoots,
changing and developing as Rizzo
grew more comfortable with herself
and as Lloyd grew more comfortable
with the camera.
Now, a selection of photos from
those shoots has been compiled to
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create an exhibit called “Metamor-
phosis,” which is on display outside
of the Hawk’s Nest Bistro on campus
until the second week ofMay.
According to Rizzo and Lloyd, these
photos aren’t nearly so much about
alopecia as they are about the journey
ofself-love.
“My photography was a catalyst
to help Kathy see the way I see her,”
Lloyd said.
In the photos of Rizzo, trees appear
thematically in almost every shot. Ac-
cording to Rizzo, Lloyd’s incorpora-
tion of trees in the photos was away to
capture the essence of her soul. Both
say that this is due to Rizzo’s deep con-
nection with nature.
“I like to compare her to Eve from
Adam and Eve when people ask me
about her—it’s really kind ofmy go-to
comparison,” said Lloyd.
These days, Rizzo has a full head of
hair, which she says helps her to see
what is beautiful in the mundane.
“Some things that people just don’t
even notice anymore—I will stop in
the middle of my day just to feel the
wind blow through my hair,” Rizzo
said. “Because it’s like, that hasn’t hap-
pened in eight years.”
Under each photo is a short poem
written by Rizzo. After choosing the
photos they wanted to present in the
exhibit, Rizzo examined each one for
a few minutes and decided what she
wanted to write. Together with the
photos, the verses narrate a journeyof
self-acceptance and self-love—some-
thing they say is reflected in Rizzo’s
appearance, but not limited to it.
According to Rizzo, everyone has
something they try to hide, or some-
thing that they are uncomfortable
with. But they chose the title of“Meta-
morphosis” for a reason: it shows,
most primarily, a change in the view
of oneself.
Rizzo and Lloyd hope that people
will take from this exhibit the desire
to cherish and celebrate themselves.
The last photo in the exhibit shows
Rizzo front and center, not obscured
by anything, her stark eyes looking
directly at the camera. The last line of
the poem beneath it says “I loveher.” It
is clear that she is referring to herself. yourself, and not just liking yourself,
“I think it’s about more than just but Peking loving yourself.”
hair, although that’s a really great vi-
sual catalyst for this journey. I think Lena may be reached at
it’s about self-love,” Rizzo said. “I lbeck@su-spectator.com
think it’s about being at peace with
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Photography student Monica Lloyd poses with herphotography exhibit that is cur-
rently featured outside of the Hawk’s Nest Bistro.
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PUT SOME SPRING IN YOUR STYLE
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
6. SHIRT-DRESSES AND FRILLS
With the comfort of a t-shirt and the style of a dress,but-
ton down shirt-dresses are all the rage this spring. Play it
up with a bright cardigan and a cinching belt, or go for the
more sophisticated lookwith neutral wedges, and a posh
purse. Add frill detailing around the top to tie the whole
shebang together.
ALYSSA BRANDT • THE SPECTATOR
1. SPRING BUNG
This season, the bigger and bolder your jewelry, the bet-
ter. With springs long-awaited arrival, those colorful gems
you’ve kept hidden away are more than ready to come out
of hibernation. Show off your cute hand game with an as-
sortment of different sized rings, or let your necklace do
the talking and make it your fashion statement for spring!
3. MODEST PROPOSAL
The length of your skirt doesn’t need to be short to be fun. Why
not let the hem of your dress flirt with your ankles instead? The
resurgence of this old favorite is bound to turn heads nonethe-
less. Pair your lacy crop top with a flowing maxi skirt or opt for
a button-up dress that falls just below your knee to give you that
touch of innocence.
,
With such a wide array of color palettes at your disposal,
which one should you choose to don this spring? Top design-
ers say yellow is the way to go. Liven up any outfit with this
cheerful color and you will be sure to dazzle anyone and ev-
eryone in your path. The brighter the shade, the more you’ll
shine and stand out fromthe crowd!
7. SILKY SWEET ROBES
Tired ofthe drab top and bottom combo? Need
that little extra pizzazz but don’t know what to
add? You should hit the streets dolled up in a silk
robe. Wear it long or short, patterned or boldly
colored, this versatile slip-on will make you feel
like an effortless spring goddess. The perfect
mixture of sexy and sweet —what more could
you ask for?
Vikki may be reached at
vavancenna@su-spectator.com
4. SANDALED IN SEATTLE -
Do your feet feel suffocated in boot prison and yearn to
feel the blades of grass again? Fear no further, because
as the temperature goes up your used-sock count goes
down. Slip on your treasuredpair of strappy sandals and
strut your stuff. And don’t forget to treat yourself to a
pedicure before you do —those toes are practically beg-
ging to be painted!
2. BLOSSOMS & BLOOMS
Get the fashion bees buzzingall about you and your flower power.
This year, the tried and true floral trend is still one to be owned.
Rock the spring queen title and crown your locks with a soft floral
headband. Want to let your hair flow in the wind instead? Let the
flowers traipse around on your outfit—maybe a cutie will stop to
smell the roses and pick you instead.
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CRITICS CORNER: ‘TO PIMP A BUTTERFLY’
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
Over spring break, Kendrick Lamar
released his highly anticipated third
studio album, “To Pimp a Butterfly.”
Lamar has garnered acclaim since
releasing his debut studio album “Sec-
tion.80” in 2011, and his 2012 album
release “good kid m.A.A.d city” fur-
ther cemented his role as a leading
hip-hop artist. In a very short amount
of time, Lamar established himself as
one of his generations most gifted,
intelligent and honest narrative story-
tellers. And arguably, the future ofrap.
“To Pimp a Butterfly” is a volumi-
nous album which deals largely with
the theme of inheritance, specifically
the cultural inheritance of one black
man and what that legacy means for
his future.
“I remember you was conflicted...”
Lamar murmurs between the six po-
etic movements within the album.
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When it was first released, the albums
single “i” felt almost overly poppy,
optimistic and nice. But don’t let the
lighthearted single fool you.
Sonically, the album is more difficult
than any of Lamar’s previous works.
Thundercat, the producer responsible
for many of the album’s 1970s wob-
bling, jazz-infused beats, works well
with Lamar (see their performance to-
gether on “the Colbert Report”), and
together the pair create a psychedelic,
salient jazz odyssey that spans the
length of the album.
Structurally, the album is arranged
as a poem, beginning with the emerg-
ing popularity of a rapper from Comp-
ton (presumed to be Lamar himself)
who begins to question the implica-
tions ofhis new fame and power.
The album follows Lamar through a
poetic motion during which he wres-
tles with Lucy and his Uncle Sam —
manifestations of Lamar’s inner de-
mons and the capitalistic nature ofthe
music industry. He worries that Uncle
Sam and Lucy are contriving to pimp
him out or use him. Lamar has inher-
ited a history ofbroken promises and
must contend with the implications
personal success has for him when
his community still struggles against
a system that is robbing them of
their futures.
Another poetic movement and La-
mar returns to Compton, resolving
to “write until I’m right with God.”
His meditations lead him beyond his
inner depression and the superficial-
ity of the music industry. He moves
on from the superfluous indulgences
and vices that worked against the
value of his music, and he gains the
confidence that will allow him to lead
and unify those who have been made
slaves to Uncle Sam and Lucy in their
own lives.
The final track on the album is
“Mortal Man,” a prophetic and im-
portant song for the album and for
Lamar’s career as a whole. He gath-
ers the ghosts of important black
cultural leaders around him, using
their power and influence to add to
his own.
“The ghost of Mandela, hope my
flows they propel it,” he sings. The
song evolves into an interview be-
tween Lamar and Tupac, the latter
of whom suggests that the poor will
swallow up the rich.
The Tupac interview, lifted from a
1994 Swedish radio interview, is giv-
en new life and significance in light
of modern, tragedies like Ferguson,
and Lamar points this out to admon-
ish society for not changing in those
20 years.
Tupac’s claim that black men have
only five years of life during which
to make a difference is important to
Lamar in particular; it highlights the
notion that he is only a mortal with
limited time to carry on the legacy of
cultural change associated with rap
and hip-hop.
“What you think is the future, for
me and ihy generation today?” Lamar
asks the dead rapper.
“Next time there’s a riot there’s
gonna be bloodshed for real,” Tupac
responds. “I don’t think America can
know that. I think America think
we was just playing and it’s gonna be
some more playing, but it ain’t gonna
be no playing. It’s gonnabe murder...”
Tupac’s candid response reso-
nates today just as it did in 1994,
and throughout his spectacular “To
Pimp a Butterfly,” Lamar echoes this
chilling truth.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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MEN’S B-BALL ENDS YEAR WITH HISTORIC RUN
Connor Cartmill
Sports Editor
“To have a senior class that puts
you in position to accomplish
things never achieved in your pro-
gram is something special,” said
Seattle University Head Coach
Cameron Dollar towards the end of
the season.
In the following two weeks, the Red-
hawks would make their first WAC
tournmanet final and first DI postsea-
son appearance since 1969 in the Coll-
lege Baskertball Invitational (CBI).
The WAC run started with a 49-
45 win over Chicago State in which
Seattle U finished on a 12-0 run fol-
lowed by 69-63 romp over the UMKC
fueled by senior Isiah Umpiig’s eight
threes. The score was closer than the
actual game. But in the final, Seattle U
ran into the lengthy buzzsaw that was
New Mexico State and were routed
80-61.
The first round of the CBI saw Pep-
perdine coming to campus and play in
SOFTBALL DROPS SERIES TO NEW MEXICO STATE
AJ Schofield
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University softball team
(12-28, 1-5 WAC) was unable to
match New Mexico State Univer-
sity’s (NMSU) offensive firepower,
dropping all three games of the
weekend series.
In game one ofthe three game series,
NMSU (28-11, 6-0 WAC) jumped out
to an early leadwith a two-run home-
run by Tatum Reedy in the top halfof
the second inning.
Pitcher Mandie Sugita settled down
after the third inning, retiring the next
six batters she faced. The Redhawks
SPORTS
a raucous Connelly Center. The atmo-
sphere was electric. You could barely
hear the refs whistle above the euphor-
ic chants of“DEFENSE” and “WE ARE
SEATTLE U”.
Again it was seniors Jarell Flora and
Umipig that would seal the deal. They
were hitting shots all over the court.
Flora kept the momentum going
into the second half by scoring seven
straight points for a booming 36-24
lead. They never looked back in the
62-45 win in which Flora and Umipig
combined for 44 points.
“You know I’m not done wear-
ing this jersey so we’re going to play
each and every game our hard-
est and see where the chips fall,”
said Flora.
And the chips kept falling the right
way as they took out Colorado Uni-
verity 72-65 on Wednesday the 25th.
Flora had 22 points with Umipig’s 20.
“Seattle played like a hungry dog,”
said Colorado coach Tad Boyle. “You
realize now why schools like Colorado
don’t go on the road to schools like
answered with some offense of their
own with a two run homerunbyright
fielder Molly Campbell.
Unfortunately, the late rally was not
enough, and NMSU hit their second
homerun of the day, a three run blast
in the top halfof the seventh for a final
score of 7-2.
Day two featured a double header.
New Mexico State again jumped out
to an early lead, scoring eight runs in
the first three innings, four of which
came on a grand slam in the top of the
second inning.
Pitcher Alyssa Reuble struggled
with her command all day, allowing
eight runs on four hits with six walks
Seattle University.”
The long hours, days, weeks,
months, and years, of hard work put
into building the program was truly
paying off. But the run finally came
to an end with a 63-48 loss at Loyola
Chicago in the semifinals.
Despite the poor result, freshman
Jadon Cohee showed some spark
by scoring off the bench. The Red-
allowed on 2 and 1/3 innings pitched.
Lindsay Davis finished the game for
the Redhawks, pitching 2 and 2/3 in-
nings, allowing four hits and two runs.
“New Mexico State had our number
this weekend. I give credit to their
approach at the plate and taking our
pitchers off their game,” said Head
Coach Dan Powers.
New Mexico State pitcher Dallas
McBride shut down Seattle U’s hit-
ters, allowing just one run on four
hits, with four strikeouts and only
one walk.
In game two of the double header,
the Aggies picked up right where they
leftoff, scoring three runs in the top of
hawks will need that scoring next
season when they lose four seniors
and three starters. But with the well-
spring oftalent to come and precedent
set this year, there’s no doubt Seattle
U will shoot for the big dance this
upcoming season.
Connor may be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
the first inning. Seattle U answered in
the fourth when designated hitter Jen-
ny Hurst was able to drive incatcher
Bubba Morrow with a two out single
to right field, giving Seattle U their
only run of the game.
New Mexico State added a few more
runs, and completed the sweep with
a final score of 6-1 in game three of
the series. “We still have work to do
before seeing them again in the WAC
tournament,” said Powers.
The editor may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S SOCCER TAKES ON PROS IN EUROPE
ChaucerLarson
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Women’s soc-
cer team took their skills abroad over
spring break, as traveling to Spain
and France to face professional com-
petition.
They squared off against a second-
division Spanish league side, as well
as Lyon and Montpellier’s profession-
al teams, who each play in France’s
first division.
“Its definitely a different game [in
Europe]”, said redshirt sophomore
Sarah Coluccio of the competition
overseas. “There’s a different style and
its so cool to see, like when you watch
the World Cup, different countries
and different cultures in the game.”
Though Seattle U lost to both
French squads, it lent them a valuable
experience against top class players.
Seven women from the Montpellier
side will feature for France’s national
team at the World Cup this summer,
on top of other internationals that
will also be representing their coun-
KING FELIX TAKES OPENING DAY
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Last season the Mariners were just
one win away from reaching the post-
season. The team made huge improve-
ments getting 16 more wins than the
previous year behind spectacular
performances by All-Star players Fe-
lix Hernandez, Robinson Cano, Kyle
Seager, and Fernando Rodney.
Cano was the big acquisition last
year coming from the New York Yan-
kees for a ten year, $240 million con-
tract. Now the Mariners are looking
to build on last year as they appear
poised to reach the playoffs for the
first time since the 2001 season. The
20 Sports
tries in Canada starting June 6.
“Watching those individuals [who
played for Lyon and Montpellier] was
super inspirational and it was a lot
of fun. And it was really cool to see
how different the game can be played
and watching our team blend right
in, competing with different styles,”
Coluccio said.
The team did have success in beat-
ing the Spanish second division team,
and was able to tour the Barcelona
academy, and the 98,000 capacity
Camp Nou stadium. And as Senior
Stephanie Verdoia has made the tran-
sition from SU to the National Wom-
en’s Soccer League with the Boston
Breakers, this trip was extra clarifica-
tion that the program here in Seattle
can produce professional players.
“I do think the NWSL, in terms of
drafting 36 players in four rounds
and nine teams, it is extremely com-
petitive,” Head Coach Julie Wood-
ward said.
But, she was adamant that the U.S.
wasn’t the only place to play profes-
sionally, and traveling to Europe was
Mariners still have all of their key
players from last year and have bol-
stered their offense with the additions
of Seth Smith, Justin Ruggiano, Rickie
Weeks and last year’s homerun leader
Nelson Cruz.
Opening Day was on Monday and
Safeco Field had an incredible atmo-
sphere. For the first time in years, the
stadium was not only completely full
of fans, but it was full of fans that ex-
pected the game to end with a Mari-
ners win. The Mariners started off
their season with a three-game series
of last year’s AL West champions, the
Los Angeles Angels. Opening day
went completely the Mariners way.
Felix Hernandez did give up a
proof.
“You’re options are so much great-
er overseas just because there are so
many teams and so many divisions I
think the fact we exposed them to the
possibilities of playing overseas and
homerun to Mike Trout in the first
inning but was near perfect through
the rest of the game. He ended up
pitching seven innings while only giv-
ing up two hits and one run. He also
struck out ten batters. The Mariners’
closer Fernando Rodney who led all
ofbaseball in saves last season, got his
first of the year om the ninthe inning.
On the offensive side, it was clear
that the Mariners had succeeded in
making improvements. Nelson Cruz
did not have the amazing debut that
most fans anticipated as he went
without a hit. However the new right
fielder Seth Smith, who was acquired
from the San Diego Padres, had two
doubles and one triple in his debut for
PHOTO COURTESY OF CARLEE NORDQUIST
sparking some interest for me was
very rewarding.”
Chaucer may be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
the Mariners. The team finished with
ten base hits and left fielder Dustin
Ackley had a homerun in the game.
At 4-1 the Mariners won theirninth
straight opening day game. It will be
interesting to see if they can deliver
behind more strong pitching and an
improved offense that could poten-
tially keep this team playing through
the month of October, and maybe
even their first World Series.
Harrison maybe reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSIONS:




Rowing has been an integral part of
Marinas college life, but it almost
never happened.
“I remember getting the email about
it and thinking it would be kind of
fun and I was excited to do it but then
when I got here I ended up not do-
ing it,” Osuna said. “I kicked myself
for not doing it so I started during the
winter quarter and I haven’t regretted
it since.”
The rowing team has competed in
six different races throughout the year
so far and is looking forward to the
WIRA competitions that take place
near the end of April. Last year, the
team placed fifth in the grand final.
“This year it is a big goal to make it
back into the grands and have a stron-
ger representation,” Osuna said. “First
or second would be awesome and we
ultimately want to place but I think
the goal right now is to just cut off on
our time and get another close race.”
The junior marketing major played
other sports in middle school and
SCORES
SOFTBALL
4/1/15 Seattle U 5-3 Portland State
4/1/15 Seattle U 10-15 Portland State
4/3/15 Seattle U 2-7 NMSU
4/4/15 Seattle U 1-10 NMSU
4/4/15 Seattle U 1-6 NMSU
high school such as track and basket-
ball but none of them have been quite
like competing in rowing.
“Rowing itself is one of the most
cardiovascular sports and it is tough
on your body and it hurts a lot,” Os-
una said. “You just have to remember
to push no matter what. It is hard, but
really rewarding.”
When she is not out competing in
the boat, Osuna is looking to gain
experience that will help her get into
the field of consumer development
or possibly advertising. She has an
internship with Kimberly Clark this
summer and is also hoping to travel
for a bit after she graduates.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
BASEBALL
Seattle U 0-4 Oregon
4/2/15 Seattle U 3-2 Sacramento State
Seattle U 5-2 Sacramento State
4/4/15 Seattle U 2-1 Sacramento State
APRIL 8TR, 2015
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ROLLING STONE IN UPHILL
BATTLE AGAINST TRUTH
Rolling Stones sensationalized story about an alleged gang rape at the Univer-
sity ofVirginia has been thoroughly discredited for inaccuracies suggesting that
the horrific account could not have happened as itwas described. The story was
rightfully retracted. The consequences are many, but accountability is fleeting.
Jann S. Wenner, the magazines publisher, said no one would be fired.
According to a searing report written by the dean of the Columbia Journal-
ism School and two colleagues, Rolling Stone’s failures were as profound as they
were avoidable. The magazines editorial machine avoided basic principles of
reporting, editing, and fact checking. These missteps by writer Sabrina Rubin
Erdely and her leadership delivered a serious blow to the magazine and signifi-
cantly harmed the reputation of journalism. Those responsible should pay for
their mistakes.
To be clear, the decision to retract a story is a remarkable move. It doesn’t
happen often, and when it does, it’s a big deal that reflects a troubling real-
ity: the corruption of truth itself. That may sound hyperbolic, but the pursuit
of truth is the point of journalism. When that ideal is muddled to a degree
that compels a story’s retraction, the entire world of journalism suffers. And the
harm is only compounded further by Wenner’s deeply flawed perception ofthe
entire debacle.
In an interview with the New York Times, he placed the lionshare of the
blame on the main subject of the story. Wenner called her a “really expert fabu-
list storyteller.”
The problem does not lie with a “fabulist storyteller.” It rests squarely on the
shoulders of those who abandoned essential journalistic standards and those
too cowardly to face the truth.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson,Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Maggie Molloy, Connor Cartmill, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, andAlyssa Brandt.Signed commentaries reflect theopinions
of the authorsand not necessarilythose ofThe Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.






What does Edward Snowden, Trevor Noah and the Kenya school shooting have
in common? You probably don’t know much about any of them.
Jon Oliver‘s semi-crude and humorous questioning of Snowden made under-
standing the complexity of security, privacy and Snowden’s actions quite simple.
Have I lost you yet? T would think so, considering that prior to the interview,
Oliver asked pedestrians what they knew about Snowden and the answers were
typically, “not much.” And while Oliver’s description of the NSA’s policies using
language related to dick pics and sexting was immensely entertaining, it is upset-
ting that the interviewedpedestrians only became interested in the most impor-
tant hero/traitor in recenthistory (ahem, Snowden) after hearing crude analogies.
The recent tragedy in Kenya, where 147 people were killed in a school shoot-
ing, has also received disturbingly low attention, especially in contrast to the
thorough coverage of the Charlie Hebdo attack earlier this year.
In contrast, the public was quick to judge TrevorNoah, the new host of “The
Daily Show” because some of his past tweets were deemed sexist and anti-Se-
mitic. Thousands of twitter users were ready to write off Noah’s promising ca-
reer over a few unfunny jokes—some ofwhich were offensive, to be certain, but
people need to be given the chance to learn.
So why does the public care so much about topics they are uninformedabout,
such as Trevor Noah, and care so little about issues of security and tragedy? It’s
difficult to say—but it paints a dark picture of the public as selectively compas-
sionate and uniformly uninformed. No wonder there is a horror film coming out
called “Unfriended” about public shame and social media.
Maybe before getting outraged before something you know little about, get
upset at yourself for not seeking to learn more.









Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q Straight girl
here. I broke up with my ex recently. I
don’t like him at all but I really miss the sex. How
shitty is it to hook up with him?
A9 . It’s gotta be on his terms. You probably have a
# reasonably accurate idea how he hurt is by being
dumped, and even ifhe is an enthusiastic participant,
it could still be a bummer. He could be thrilled to have any contact
with you, despite his personal repercussions, and that’s sad. If you
suspect that, give it a rest. Operate with tact, integrity, and astute
observations. But really, don’t do it. Nothing good will come out
of it, and you broke up with him for a reason. There are a plethora
ofcollegiate boytoys around you, give your ex the proper chance
to get over you.
Welcome to the home stretch,
Emily
Visitguidance-counselor.tumblr.com to submit a question.
by Emily August
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STARTsLEADING FROM DAY ONE.
m START STRONG:
There's strong. Then there's Army Strong. If you want to be a leader in
life, joining Army ROTC at Seattle University is the strongest way to
start. It provides hands-on leadership development. Plus you can earn a
full-tuition, merit-based scholarship. After graduation, you'll begin your
career as an Officer. With a start like that, there's no limit to what you
can achieve.
To get started, visit www.goarmy.com/rotc/ap56
U.SflRMY 1
Add some strength to your class schedule! Enroll in a military science class!
To find out more, call (206) 296-2439
*2008. Paid for by the United States'Army. All rights reserved.
